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About This Video

WAKFU Animation is back with a new adventure in 3 Special Episodes !
The Quest for the Six Eliatrope Dofus - Book I : The Throne of Ice

It's already six years after our heroes saved the World of Twelve from Qilby. They've all taken the opportunity to settle down
into a peaceful existence. None could imagine what awaits them.
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A strange messenger has come to inform Yugo, Adamai, Ruel, and then Percedal's family, that Princess Amalia, needs them :
Ogrest is having another crying fit, which is flooding a huge part of the Sadida Kingdom. Worse still, the six Eliatrope Dofus,

the only things capable of stopping him, have gone missing!

Only two of the precious eggs have been located: they're being held by the odious Count Harebourg, lord of Frigost Island. He's
agreed to give them back in exchange for Amalia's hand in marriage. Ready to do anything to save her people, Amalia accepts

his offer and the entire Brotherhood accompanies her to Frigost.

Save money by purchasing the Season Pass, also available on Steam. It will give you access to the 3 episodes of the Quest
for the Six Eliatrope Dofus as they are released this summer:

Book I: The Throne of Ice
Book II: Ush

Book III: Dragon Mountain

You can discover the game where the story continues by clicking here. Enter: WAKFU, the strategic and tactical MMORPG!
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Title: WAKFU - Book I: The Throne of Ice
Production:
Ankama Animations
Distributor:
Ankama Animations
Release Date: 25 Jun, 2015
Country: France
Video Resolution: 1080p(1.7GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Contains: Mild Violence
Running Time: 45 minutes

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,French
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wakfu book 1 the throne of ice. wakfu - book i the throne of ice

Drifting mode is so bad.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=jff9wjzu69A

Game crashes on start, verify integrity.
Game runs, game goes black when writing a name, force exit, verify integrity.
Game runs, get to gameplay, not worth it at all.
Uninstall.. The game makes me become an tense ape。。。especially in the long night,, irritate to crush and escape. This game is a
lot of the same thing as the 7th Guest. If you played and liked that game, I would imagine you would like this one as well.. This
game did irreversible damage
to my self esteem.

10/10
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I love this game and would love to see it expanded on.. The store page suggests that this is a 50+ hour deep, engaging RPG with
multiple characters, branching paths, and tons of skills to pick and choose from.

What I got was a 50+ hour visual novel, with a strange, unengaging strategy game shoved into it. I feel lied to.

As long as you go into this game knowing ahead of time what it is, you'll probably enjoy it. I'm just looking for something in
this game that isn't here.. What a pleasure this game is. Beautiful today, let alone for its age. Buy it on sale, or not. If you can
ramp up the settings it looks gorgeous. Charming day and night cycle.

Just Do It. And at the $2 price, it's worth it just to play the tutorial.. This game is absolute garbage. It's not "open world" and it
sure isn't full of amazing anything. I'm sure you're thinking "Oh man this looks just like Uplink!" and you would be right it does
LOOK like Uplink which suckered me into buying this hunk of digital crap. This game is nothing like Uplink and is utterly
disappointing to play.. Very fun game, very addicting. One of the best roguelikes I have played in a while. Only downside is XP
grinding may occur if you dont choose your skills carefully.. Click on♥♥♥♥♥♥to make a picture. I bought this game without
knowing what kind of game it was and I was shocked. This game looked awesome and had a great story. The controls are ease
but the puzzles are challenging. Had a lot of fun playing this game.. Starting of experinced was a refressing change to starting
out at the bottom of the rung as what's usually done. Good choices that I hardly felt too fustrated when things didn't go my way,
and I ended up loosing function in my arm in the story! Very detailed(unlike this review), and longer than I thought it'd be,
though I didn't get much interaction with other characters as I would have liked. Will play again. I wish there were more to
further the story.. The game is very addictive when you are bored. the price tag is a very nice price. And don't worry, it's not a
Battle royale game (yet)

10\/10
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